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V05: Rendering technology 
 

Terminology «Rendering» 

Graphical Rendering 

Process of generating an image from a model or scene file by means of computer programs. The image 

is displayed on a screen or any other graphical display device. 

Acoustic Rendering 

Process of generating sound information from a model or a recorded sample 

by means of computer programs. The acoustic information is then transferred 

to a speaker or any other sound display system. 

Haptic Rendering 

Process of generating a force or force field from a model or scene file by 

means of computer programs. The haptic information is then transferred to a 
haptic display device. 

 

 

1. Depth Perception 

1.1. General cues 

STATIC Monocular Cues (Pictorial Cues of one Eye) → one eye is enough to see 

- size constancy (retinal image size): similar objects have similar sizes → allows to estimate 

distance if objects are known 

- linear perspective: parallel lines converge at infinity in a single point on the horizon: the “vanishing 

point” (punto evanescente) 

- texture gradients: texture details are better visible if object is close 

- aerial perspective: light is scattered by the atmosphere, causing distant objects to appear with 

reduced contrast (outdoor environments) 

- occlusion: objects in front occlude objects in the back 

- shadows: depth of an object can be judged through the shadows cast on other objects or surfaces 

DYNAMIC Monocular Cues (Motion of Objects/Observer) → only one eye is enough BUT subject or 

scenario need to move 

- motion parallax: distant objects move slower than close one 

o e.g. when driving in a vehicle, closer objects pass by faster than more distant ones; 

key mechanism for some animals to judge depth by frequent change of head 
position (e.g. pigeons) 

o e.g. bottiglia si muove più veloce quando la testa viene ruotata  

- Kinetic depth effects: 3D structures can be recognized by the motion of 2D patterns (e.g. 

illumination and shadows) 

Binocular Cues 

Stereopsis (binocular disparity): slightly different projections on retinas of the two 

eyes due the eye’s different lateral (i.e. horizontal) positions on the head → objects at 

different distances appear at difference regions on the retina → getting info about 

distance 
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Oculomotor Cues (Muscular Activity of Eye) 

- accommodation: change of the lens shape to focus 

at certain depth due to ciliary muscle activity. most 

effective in near vision 

- convergence: inward movement of both eyes when 
focusing on close-by objects due to rotational eye 

muscle activity. most effective in near vision 

➔ all are important to estimate depth 

1.2. Visual Display Technologies 

Design Challenges: sufficient spatial resolution, contrast, brightness, high image framerate, low latency (if 

real time required), large field of view, take into account head movement, mobility/wearability, high quality 3D 
perception to produce moving picture, environmental factors, safety and reliability, comfort, power 

consumption, cost 

! eye can move ca. 180° without moving head → display must be same! 

Kind of 3D Systems: monographical displays, passive stereoglasses (Anaglyphs, Polarisation filters), 

shutter glasses, head-mounted displays(HMD), autostereoscopic displays, CAVE systems 

 

1.3. Visual Stereo Display Technology 

Stereoscopic Display Concept 

- exploitation of stereopsis (Stereopsis è un termine che viene spesso 

utilizzato per riferirsi alla percezione della profondità e alla struttura 

tridimensionale ottenuta sulla base di informazioni visive derivanti da 

due occhi / binocular disparity) → basis of all display 

- most displays do not exploit oculomotor cues (focus on screen)! 

- how? if we have a digital representation of an object, where we know shape of the object we can 

compute the distance on a virtual screen → project two points projected in two eye separately to 
only one eye → of right only to right eye, from left eye only to left eye 

Two examples 

- Wheatstone Stereoscope(1830): different images in front of left and right eyes 

- Anaglyphs (1970s): left and right image distinguished by two 

complementary/different colours (red-green, red-blue, etc.) 

➔ ! crosstalk effect: image from right eye is NOT only completely 

blocked on left eye → polarisation filters 

Polarisation Filters 

- filters polarize the left-and right-eye stereo images → filter open for the light only from one plane 

- users wear passive glasses with corresponding polarization filters, so 
that only the appropriate left/right image passes each filter 

- implemented using two projectors equipped with polarizers or an 

active polarization shutter placed in front of screen or projector 

Active Shutter glasses 

- left and right images are produced in subsequent orders → una dopo l’altra → funzionano 
attraverso la tecnologia dello schermo LCD che oscura ogni lente, 

alternando la sinistra e la destra 

- interface device make the synchronization tra screen and glasses 

→ signal to glasses in order to open R vs L eye depending on the 

image 

- active liquid cristal shutter glasses worn by user are synchronized with screen 

- only left or right image projected into respective eye 
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Head Mounted Displays (HMD) 

- no crosstalk: two separate images produced by small LCD displays 

- moving the head: scenario changes → take it into account → need inertial 

sensing to detect how we move head  

- inertial head tracking sensors to account for head motion in graphics 

Autostereoscopic Displays 

- 3D images without glasses → screen provide 2 different images simultaneously → done by mask 

- some products allow to track viewer 

- Examples: parallax barrier, lenticular lens, volumetric display, holographic display, light field display 

Cave Automatic Virtual Environments (CAVE) 

- very large view → impression to walking a big scenario 

- six different screen 

 

2. Rendering in computer graphics 

 

1. Object Representation: Shape approximation with piece wise linear polygons (flat faces: usually 

triangles, sometimes rectangles) 

2. Light Source Models 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Reflection model 

Ambient Light Reflection: light reflected independent of: viewing angle and angle of incidence (S. 32) 

Diffuse Light Reflection Model: independent of viewing angle, BUT dependent on angle of incidence 
(cosine of angle) → if different direction → intensity stay the same (S. 33) 

Specular Light Reflection Model: dependent on viewing angle and angle of incidence, reflection vector r 

determined for each point on surface (S. 34) 

- ns decides how shiny light point ns appears 

- if we have a larger ns → the point is small (S. 35) 

Phone lighting Model: combination of specular, diffuse and an addition of 

an ambient reflection term 
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4. Camera Projection 

- camera projection defined by the plane 

- exist different projections: perspective projection, 

multiview projection, axonometric projection, oblique 

projection (S. 39) 

 

 

5. Image creation 

Shading: Pixel-Based Image Creation 

- man speek on the numerical representation of the image on the screen (pixel), NOT on the numerical 

representation of the object (polygons) 

- needed: Pixel Intensities on Screen 

- known: polygons (objects), light sources and reflections, camera projection (from polygons to pixels) 

Shading models 

- Flat shading (S. 42) 

o all pixels of one polygon have the same intensity 

o evaluate the intensity with the polygon normal 

o light intensity depends on the direction of the normal 

o ! problematic to display smooth surfaces → Gouraud Shading 

- Gouraud Shading  

o get normal at vertex by averaging surrounding polygon normals 

o solve lighting for vertices and interpolate intensity over polygons 

o ! some irregularities on the surface of  the sphere → Phong Shading 

- Phong Shading 

o get averaged vertex normals 

o interpolate normal direction for each pixel between vertices 

o solve lighting for each pixel → smoother shading 

 

 

3. Auditory Perception 

3.1. Basics 

Exploration 

- detection of intensity, distance 

- detection of sound direction, any direction with quite accuracy 

- estimation of sound source location (direction and distance) 

- perception/processing of sound and speech 

Spatial Hearing 

- binaural intensity differences 

- binaural timing differences → detection → info about direction 

- head-related transfer function → s  ound which arrive in inner 
ear is reflected → relfexion dependent on the direction → 

sound detection on vertical direction 

➔ two ears allow to better detect the sound  
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Auditory Thresholds 

- hearing threshold:  minimum level of sound to allow his perception 

- pain threshold: when sound is too high → perception of pain 

 

3.2. Design Challenges 

- virtual scenery is spatially distributed (multi-sources, reflections) 

- sound source can move (changing direction of source, Doppler-effect) 

- both ears receive different signals, function of scenery/motion 

- perception of sound depends on individual head/ear geometry ⇒ head-related transfer function 

- ergonomic issues ⇒ portable vs. fixed systems 

- safety, costs, design 

 

3.3. Acoustic display 

Headphones 

- very good stereo sound → different kind sound sources on left bs right ear 

- NO/little sidetones bc soft materia touching pinna are filtered away disturbing 

artefacts 

- quality is independent from position → position change → same quality  

- NOT realistic during head rotations 

 

 

Mono Speaker 

- convenient, simple, cheap BUT: 

o sound source must arrive just from one location 

o must be placed close to visual display 

o only static sound sources can be simulated → if you 

want simulate a moving sound you can either move the speaker or use another speaker to 

interpolate sound sources between two speakers → stereo speaker → sourround sound 

 

3.4. Acoustic Rendering: Applications 

Simulation of Realistic Sounds in Virtual Environment, e.g. 

- rowing oar impacts with water 

- birds flying by in a forest 

Generation of Artificial Sounds (Sonification), e.g. 

- replay of instructions or warnings to users 

- augmented concurrent feedback for sensory substitution 

 

3.5. Acoustic Rendering: Technologies 

Display of Pre-Recorded Sound Samples 

- static sound, non-parametric (only loudness, pitch and speed → NO changes of content of the 

sound) 

- ! many samples required 

Realtime Sound Synthesis (Model-Based Sonification) 
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- based on physical models of the sound source: simulated objects with different material, shape, 

and density properties 

- sound propagation simulation: sound waves, absorption and reflection models and discretized 

model of world are used to adapt sound, based on user and sound source position in the VR 

environment → how is sound propagated? 

 

3.6. Sound Triggering (innesco del suono, special artificial sound) 

Time-based: e.g. for a time limited game replay: sound level or sound frequency increases before time runs 

up → gioco a tempo limitato: il livello del suono o la frequenza del suono aumentano prima che scada il 

tempo 

Position-based: e.g. in virtual rowing, a blubbering sound as long as the oar is in water → canottaggio 

virtuale, un suono di bava finché il remo è in acqua 

Event-based (e.g. collision or task completion) 

- e.g. a splash sound when the oar collides with water surface → spruzzi quando il remo si scontra con 

la superficie dell'acqua 

- e.g. congratulation-song is played on task completion → canzone di congratulazioni viene suonata al 
completamento di un'attività 

 

 

4. Haptic sense 

Haptic sense involves both tactile perception through the skin and kinesthetic perception of position and 
movement of joints and muscles → different kind of receptor cells stimulated by mechanical stimuli → AP → 

kind and intensity of haptic interaction (S. 60) 

 

4.1. Tactile perception 

- temporal resolution: 0.3 – 1000 Hz (Merkel, Pacinian) 

- spatial resolution: max. 200 receptors per cm2, i.e. 0.7 mm distance: - only at certain regions and 

only at low frequencies (< 60 Hz) 

- force threshold: > 0.01 N 

- temperature range: 17-44 °C 

- temperature resolution: 0.2 °C (maximum) 

 

4.2. Haptic display 

Design Challenges 

- often many joints (degrees of freedom) involved leading to complex kinematic structure of a haptic 
display device → mechanical design quite complex 

- kinesthetic (from physical contact) and tactile effects difficult to separate 

- ergonomic issues: portable vs. fixed systems 

- safety! Large forces acting onto the body → injury risk! 

- power consumption, cost, design 

Some examples (S.64 - S.67) 

- Haptic Display (PHANToM Device) → end point can be moved, can produce forces, can place 

fingers by exploring… 

- Feel-It-Mouse Logitech → two motors allow application of forces 

- Wingman, Logitech 
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- Pantograph 

- Ground and Wall Mounted Systems 

 

4.3. Haptic Rendering 

if we move fingers in space and we get in collision with a virtual object 

- collision detection serves to detect if fingers are in contact 

with the object in a virtual environnement 

- compute forces which occurs after contact 

 

4.4. Control Aspects of Haptic Displays 

Mechanical Impedance Z 

- load interaction between user and haptic display device (or real object) 

- different components of forces: passive elastic, passive viscous, inertial, active muscular, etc. 

Mechanical Admittance Y: Y = Z-1 

Force f, position x:  f(t) = Z(x(t)),  x(t) = Y(f(t)) 

Example: Rigid Wall: Z → ∞ ; Y → 0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

! measured position and measure 

in virtual space must be the same! 

 

 

 

Implementation example 

- User Presses Against Virtual Soft Wall 

o if human users want to touch soft wall → connection between 

human and robot → impedance produced by robot must be very 
little while been NOT in contact with wall BUT moving head in a 

virtually free space 

o as soon virtual wall has been touched a force is been produced 

by the robot to simulate interaction with the virtual wall 

o let subject actively move against adjustable force 

o simulate force field with viscoelastic characteristics 

- Rigid Wall Contact 

o fingers of human should get in contact with virtual object → interaction only at fingers tip 

o before contact: force = zero 

o need to produce a force which push fingers tip out of wall 
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4.5. Control Aspects of haptic displays: impendance architecture 

 

 

 

Vector field methods (S. 76- S.78) 

Challenge: medical objects 

Complex Geometries: many concave and convex areas, often polygonal object representation (concave and 

convex edges and corners), often thin structures, often soft, deformable objects 

 

 

5. Tactile Displays 

5.1. Design challenges 

- plenty (abbondanza) of information on little space (temperature, shape, touch, vibration etc.) 

- high temporal and spatial requirements 

- portable systems should be small and lightweight, while still carrying actuation and energy storage 

➔ adapt design to the special requirements 

Some examples (S.81-S.85): pneumatic display, vibration displays, pin array, braille modules, 

electromagnetic & electric Pin Arrays 

Portable vs Stationary Displays 

- Portable Temperature Displays 

o Peltier elements: small size, large range and gradient (20 °/s) 

o fluidic systems with hot/cold air or liquid transported in tubes 
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- Stationary Temperature Displays: Climatic Chamber 

 

 

6. Olfactory and Gustatory Perception 

Olfactory Perception: 100’000 odours, threshold: 107-1015 molecules/liter 

Gustatory Perception: 4-5 tastes (i.e. flavours): sweet, salty, sour, bitter (and umami, Glutamat); threshold: 

1017-1022 molecules/liter; influenced by olfactory, tactile, and other senses 

Design Challenges 

odours and tastes (i.e. flavours) cannot be described by a reduced set of quantities, e.g. intensity and 

frequency, high number of odours/tastes, i.e. channels, fast distribution of odours/tastes, control of intensity, 

fast removal of odours/tastes 

Taste Simulator by H. Iwata 

- displays taste by injections from small tubes 

- reproduces chewing properties of different food 

- acoustic display of chewing sound 

 

 

Exercise 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 


